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Alan Rohrbach

From: ROHR Alert <rohralert@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 28, 2016 8:28 AM
To: undisclosed-recipients:
Subject: ROHR TREND ALERT!!

Dear Alert Service Subscriber,
This is a critical short-term view:

Well, as noted Tuesday morning the verdict of neutral observers after Monday evening’s US
Presidential debate seems to be ‘Advantage Clinton’. And we grudgingly agree.
While we are not at all convinced that Secretary Clinton’s proposals on various fronts are the
best way forward for the US and broader world, she won on points. That is due to sticking with
the aggressive presentation of her program while she managed to accomplish her team’s goal of
baiting Donald Trump into being reactive to criticism rather than pushing his vision after the first 20
minutes.
The second was the inability of Mr. Trump to pounce on multiple openings where she was vulnerable
when the debate came around to topics like cyber security, nuclear proliferation, and so on
(Obamacare’s burgeoning failure was never mentioned regarding the economic plight of the middle
class) through many topics.
And the equity markets also finally recovered a bit on Tuesday, possibly on the realization that
while not perfect, Clinton is the less disruptive alternative. That said, we caution against too
bullish a view today, as there is a wave of Fed-speak from this morning through this evening
that includes the most prominent hawks.
This is the critical consideration:
We have already reviewed at length the importance of the 2,160-55 area due to the lead
contract S&P 500 future swings out of mid-July through early September.
As such, the previous December S&P 500 future violation of nominal early August 2,141.50
trading low support was telling, leading to the test of the more prominent 2,120 and 2,105-00
congestion areas that now remain major lower supports.
It is also relevant now that December S&P 500 future stalled at no better than the 2,155 area in
early September and again on the rally in overnight trading into Tuesday morning. Weakness back
below 2,141.50 again was important, as that was also the area it hung around last week prior to the
FOMC decision, only strengthening once Chair Yellen provided more comfort in her press
conference.
Yet as it held early Tuesday and is once again up into 2,155-60, that is the critical
consideration now. Higher resistances remain 2,185-90 and the extended weekly Oscillator
resistance that moved up to 2,220 this week (2,225 into next.)
[For those of you who are subscribers, see the latest analysis and Market Observations write-
up at www.rohr-blog.com for more on the current trend evolution. Market Observations are
available to Gold and Platinum subscribers.]
NOTICE: The Rohr International, Inc. research team or its principals may already have entered
positions or have orders working based on this view.
Thanks for your interest.
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This Current ROHR TREND ALERT!! will be available soon via the sidebar at www.rohr-
blog.com for Platinum echelon subscribers.
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